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Don’t miss this special engagement that brings one of the most prominent 
Greek-American political advocacy experts to Los Angeles

and has helped create this strong collaboration
between the AHC and USC.
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on FB at american-hellenic-council & on Twitter at Hellenic Council
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“Rossides leaves no doubt in the reader’s mind that Kissinger’s policies traded America’s legal and moral 
position for a short-term political gain.  Even the gain, he notes, was questionable.”

Prof. Louis Galambos, Johns Hopkins University & Editor, The Papers of Dwight David Eisenhower

“Henry Kissinger can run, but he can’t hide -- at least from Gene Rossides. The indefatigable Rossides is 
determined to hold the former secretary of state responsible for supporting Turkey in its invasion of Cyprus, 

and the consequences which live on four decades later.” Doug Bandow, Senior Fellow, Cato Institute

“Gene Rossides presents a compelling indictment of an especially shameful episode in America’s foreign 
policy.” Ted Galen Carpenter, Senior Fellow, Cato Institute

“Gene Rossides...highlights how, with Kissinger’s actions, policies of expedience and secretiveness at the 
expense of allies do not make for good long-term strategies for the United States.  Rossides’ exposure of 

Kissinger shows the problem of  policymaking done without the benefit of debate.” 
Gregory R. Copley, President, International Strategic Studies Association

This book explains four themes: 
• Kissinger’s illegal actions and responsibility for the Cyprus tragedy 

of 1974 and its aftermath;
• Cyprus’s importance as a strategic, economic and political asset to 

Europe and the United States;
• Turkey’s actions as a rogue state, its violations of United States and 

international laws,its history of unreliability as an ally, and it moves 
towards Islamic fundamentalism; and

• The vital importance to the United States of absolute allegiance to 
the rule of law.

The concluding chapter discusses the need for the United States to redress the 
situation in Cyprus by pressuring Turkey to withdraw its troops and settlers 
from Cyprus.
Gene Rossides served as Assistant Secretary of the US Treasury from 1969 
to 1973 in the first term of the Nixon Administration.  Henry Kissinger was 
National Security Advisor during this time.


